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other periodicals. Henry Luce, emboldened by his success
with Time, turned the trick twice more by founding Fortune
in 1930 and Life in 1936, both committed in the main (like
their elder brother) to articles of nameless and generally com-
posite authorship—a touch of collectivism which apparently
did not worry their conservative owner. Fortune, intended
"to give business a literature*' and angled toward a wealthy
clientele with a ten-dollar subscription price, seemingly could
not have been cradled under more inauspicious stars, yet from
the early thirties it steadily prospered. Life, with a name pur-
chased from the great humor magazine of an earlier day, hit
the mass jackpot as a pioneer pictorial weekly, inspiring Loofe
and a dozen other imitators during its first two years, with a
total combined circulation said to be sixteen million.
Such periodicals appealed not only to the growing visual-
mindedness of readers, but still more specifically to the can-
did-camera craze of the thirties. The importation, chiefly
from Germany, of Leicas and other small cameras and their
parts increased fivefold during the lean years between 1928
and 1936, while the domestic business more than doubled
from 1935 to 1937 and the yearbook U. S. Camera crashed
best-seller ranks. A candid-camera shot of Princeton under-
graduates at compulsory chapel, revealing postures of bore-
dom, sleep, newspaper reading and so on, prodded the trus-
tees into abolishing that ordeal. The vogue served more im-
pressive ends at the hands of Margaret Bourke-White,
Dorothea Lange, Walker Evans and other artists in photog-
raphy who documented the sharecropping South, the migrat-
ing Dust Bowl, the casuals of flophouse and bread line with
indisputable fidelity and overtones of irony. Indirectly such
techniques probably exerted a strong influence upon books of
"social reportage" like Edmund Wilson's The American Jit-
ters (1932), James Rorty's Where Life Is Better (1936),
Nathan Asch's The Road (1936), James Agee's text in Let
Us Now Praise Famous Men (1941) and the still more

